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1. The researcher and research support perspective (University of Westminster)
2. The technical perspective (Haplo)
3. Raising the volume (Jisc)
➢ Desire to connect together and reflect the entire research process (including 
documentation) underlying the output 
➢ Dynamic, changing body (portfolio/collection) of work
➢ Unique outputs – not necessarily captured elsewhere
➢ Intellectual Property Rights / Copyright challenges
➢ Policy and Funding landscape very STEM focused
“Whether it is practice-based, practice-led, artistic research - research is research. 
Whatever method, data, it’s the processes that underpin the practice, that’s the 
data working with, the documentation we are thinking about.” 
(Neal White, Professor of Art/Science)
A definition
Practice-based arts research
➢ Repository software traditionally focussed on text based research outputs & 
data
➢ This community haven’t seen their research reflected in the landscape 
➢ The standards don’t reflect this research (‘other’ is not very inclusive) 
➢ ‘Open’ looks different – combination of open access and data sharing (e.g. 
Journal of Artistic Research)
➢ IPR and copyright, ethics impact on what can be shared
➢ Vocabulary/language and form/aesthetics matter
The University of Westminster experience




What we created: 3 
main updated 
templates
Dynamic portfolio (collections) record
Minting a DOI
“ The resource refers to the electronic copy 
of a publication held in a repository, and is 








• NISO now have taken control of 
CASRAI schemas/CRediT - can we 
feed into that.
• https://niso.plus/program/ 
• Datacite vocab group 





• JISC PID groups - RINCC 
• Commitment to eat our own dog 
food
• Research Community
• Other national consortia
• A federation / alliance??
• We need to have an international 
perspective




By forming a community of practice 
together we:
• Focus on needs of our group
• Gather our opinions






• Jenny Evans / @jennye
• Adam Vials Moore / @adam__moore
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